Utilize our superior technology to visualize
and improve employee experiences.
About Hive Video Optimization
Hive Streaming is a force multiplier designed to take your live and ondemand video capabilities to a whole new level. No other company or
tool provides the tools or the insights on engagement and adoption
when it comes to large scale video experiences within a company
network. We help global organizations democratize and grow their
internal communications and we can help you, too.

How do I know if Hive is right for me?
Get your company network ready straight away to host large-scale video events. There’s nothing to build as we use your
existing infrastructure to deliver seamless corporate video experiences with greatly reduced bandwidth requirements.
With Hive Video Optimization you can reach your entire workforce with large-scale optimized video experiences that
promote better employee engagement and healthier internal communications.

If complaints about poor
video quality, dropouts or
limited accessibility with
your current network are
consistent and/or growing

If you’re interested in also
benefitting from the metrics to
understand the analytics AND keen
to cut costs for premium streaming
benefits through a complete
package deal

If you want real, actionable
insights to promote
broader video uptake

If you want to identify potential weak
spots or bottlenecks in your network
before a video event and solve these
issues to ensure your smooth town hall
event runs smoothly

We are very happy with our decision to deploy Hive
Streaming. The results are beyond our expectations
and, as a result, we are confident in Hexion in
embracing video communications internally
leveraging Office 365 and Microsoft Teams.
Dennis Ryan, Vice President & CIO

If you’re looking to understand how
video is being consumed by your
company and how to improve your
total video experience

Learn more
Hive Streaming
www.hivestreaming.com
(+1-877-919-7322)

